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Abstract—Hoax is defined as a try to convince any readers to 
believe particular deception. A news frequently spreads on 
social media. Hoaxes news is engineered to meet a personal 
purpose and caused by predefined factors. In Indonesia, one of 
the top discussions is about hoax news related to natural 
disasters spread through social media. Some people have been 
sentenced to jail because of making and spreading hoax news. 
To date, the internet community is unable to distinguish hoax 
news from the actual news. This is because there is no available 
tool to detect hoaxes. Therefore, this paper propose an initiative 
to have a hoax detection application in Android-based devices 
by using the web scraping technique to extract data downloaded 
from the inputted URL with a simplified interface. The 
retrieved data are optimized by utilizing Nazief-Adriani 
stemming algorithm and analyzed by using Rabin-Karp 
algorithm. 
Keywords—hoax detection, android-based devices, social 
media, web scraping, text analysis. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Hoax is basically an effort of convincing readers in 
believing particular bogus. A lot of hoax news often appears 
on social media artificially distributed by one or more 
individuals who have a personal interest and underlying 
motivation. In Indonesia, hoax news is widely spread in both 
printed and online media. 
Although a laymen is unable to correctly digest 
information, there is a big probability that this type of user 
promptly spreads the news received from various social 
media, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, 
Email, LINE, and SMS. Moreover, it also includes other 
printed media. It is expected that modern Internet user is 
smart enough to filter any disseminated news by drilling its 
sources. It is also advised to not circulate the news without 
comprehending the truth of the news, because it is against the 
legal standing. 
During an exchange program in science held in Japan in 
October 2018 collaborated with University of Electro-
Communication Tokyo, there is a deep discussions about 
hoax news of natural disasters in Indonesia that is 
disseminated through social media, although several 
individuals are sentenced to prison for making and spreading 
the hoax news. The community is unable to identify the 
difference between hoax actual news without any additional 
tools.  
Web scraping technique [1] is a technique to extract 
information from web pages. This technique can be powered 
by Nazief-Adriani algorithm [2] to optimize the performance 
of information retrieval by separating several words 
containing prefixes or suffixes from important words, hence, 
reducing word variants in general concepts [3]. This can be 
combined with Rabin-Karp algorithm [4] that supports 
heterogeneous patterns search. This search is considered as 
prominently efficient in finding strings with various patterns 
by improving its time performance and result accuracy.  
To implement the two algorithms, a hoax detection 
application is required. This application is based on Android 
because most Indonesians use Android mobile devices to 
access social media.  Moreover, the application is devoted to 
explore news in Indonesian. To simplify the hoax detection, 
users need to provide one input, which is the URL of the news 
from social media that they want to analyze. The proposed 
system extracts information from the inputted URL and 
optimizes it with stemming techniques. It then looks for 
similarities from reliable news data in the database. The result 
shows how many percent the analyzed data is the same as the 
trusted news data in the database. 
In nutshell, the main purpose of this study is to model a 
hoax detection application for social media on Android-based 
devices. This paper bases its work on previous studies in hoax 
detection [3], Nazief-Adriani algorithm [2], Web Scraping 
technique [1] Rabin-Karp algorithm [4], and Android mobile 
application [5]. It is expected that this research can benefit the 
reduction of hoax news on social media. 
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper focuses on modeling an application. A model 
is basically a process for defining something that is 
implemented by various techniques. It involves a description 
of the architecture, details of the components, as well as the 
limitations that is experienced during the whole process [6]. 
Modeling is a first step in the development phase for any 
products or systems that are engineered [7]. The model is 
defined as a practice of utilizing extensive methods and rules 
to describe particular device, method or system in adequate 
detail to enable its non-logical actualization or implementation 
[8]. Model in software development is proposed as an attempt 
to construct a system that gives satisfaction to the specification 
of functional requirements, fulfils the target, and meets the 
needs of the desired user [9]. The application roots its 
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dictionary term that means a demand and usage. A component 
of computer software is required to maximize the computer 
capability by satisfying the user requirement in running some 
operations. [10]. 
Based on the aforementioned definitions from various 
sources, it can be inferred that an application model is a 
process to define a method or system from an application 
using multiple techniques in accordance with the 
specifications of functional requirements, meeting the target 
and needs of the user, hence, it can bring in an application. 
In the Large Indonesian Language Dictionary [11], 
detection is an attempt to find and determine the existence, 
presumption, or reality, whereas the detector is a tool to detect. 
Hoax is a message or news that is exploited to convince the 
receiver as a truth and eventually persuade the receiver to take 
a specific action [12]. In the dictionary [11], hoax is 
interpreted as a false news, which is made and disseminated 
by a person or group of people to achieve a specific goal by 
providing a misunderstanding. Therefore, a hoax detector is a 
tool to recognize the truth of news, which decides whether the 
news is hoax or not. According to the Empowering Eight 
model [13], the ability to carry out information literacy by 
tracing a piece of hoax news is done through eight stages of 
practice, namely: 
• Identification of topics or subjects, target audiences,
relevant formats, and types of sources,
• Exploration of sources and information that are
following the topic,
• Selection and transcription of relevant information, and
collection of the appropriate quote,
• Organization, evaluation and compilation of data
according to a logical arrangement, differentiation
between facts and opinions, and utilization of visual aids
to compare and contrast information,
• Creation of information using own words, editing, and
making a bibliography,
• Presentation, distribution or display of data produced to
show a comparison of two newsgroups and evaluate the
accuracy,
• Assessment of output, input, and from others,
• Application of input, assessment, experience gained for
future activities and the use of new knowledge obtained
for various situations.
Several types of information considered as hoax 
according to [14] are as follows: 
• Fake news. It is a news that tries to replace the original
broadcast. This kind of news aims to falsify or
incorporate untruth in a news story. Lying writers usually 
includes false and contradicted theory. For the writers,
the stranger is the better. False news excludes a
humorous comment on a story.
• Click bait (trap link). It is a link that strategically places
within a site to attract people to another site. The link
contains the facts, but the title is excessively written and
an interesting image is provided to lure readers.
• Confirmation bias. It is a tendency to interpret new
events as well as evidence of existing beliefs.
• Misinformation. It is a false or inaccurate information,
especially with an intention to cheat.
• Satire. It is a writing that uses humorous and ironical
messages that are exaggerated to comment on trending
events. Satire news is found on television shows such as 
"Saturday Night Live" and "This Hour has 22 Minutes". 
• Post-truth. It is an event where the emotion dominates
the fact to shape a public opinion.
• Propaganda. It is an activity of disseminating
information, facts, arguments, gossip, half-truths, or
even lies to influence public opinion.
III. ANDROID-BASED SOCIAL MEDIA
Social Media is a media in cyberspace used as a place to 
share information and as a communication that can be 
conducted remotely between fellow users [1]. Social media 
allows people from different backgrounds to communicate 
each other, share information, and openly express their 
opinions. 
According to [15], social media is an internet-based 
media that allows users the opportunity to interact and present 
themselves both instantaneously and over a time average, 
with a wide or small viewers, which drives the insight of 
physical contacts as well as the value of bottom-up substance. 
Social media has been exploited by people in various fields 
of life, such as politics, business, advertising, education, 
health and others. Nevertheless, it is unfortunate that current 
social media becomes the most dominant channel for 
spreading hoaxes. This argument is based on a survey 
conducted by the Indonesian Telecommunications Society in 
2017 on 1,116 respondents. It shows that the percentage of 
spreading hoaxes in social media is 92.40%, in chat 
applications is 62.80%, and in websites is 34.90% [16]. 
Social media in Indonesia mainly includes Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, and Line.  
Social media requires a platform to operate. Android is 
the first open-source platform that separates hardware from 
software [5]. Android is a Unix-based platform for ubiquitous 
devices which covers any aspects of a real system, such as 
user-defined apps, libraries and standalone operating system 
[17]. Several essential features of Android are as follows: 
• An application framework that supports component
replacement and reusable in good conditioning,
• The virtual machine that is optimized for ubiquitous
devices,
• The optimized graphics that are supported by 2D
graphics libraries and 3D graphics based on Open GL ES
1.0 (Optional hardware acceleration),
• SQLite database to support data store and retrieval which
provides a lightweight relational database for application
development, which is useful for storing data efficiently
and safely,
• Multimedia that supports audio, video, and images,
phone call must be available, and
• A complete and productive development set including
device emulators, debugging functions, profiles and
memory performance, and plugins.
To develop an Android-based application, it requires a 
tool in the form of an Android software development kit, 
which is an application programming interface required to 
build any apps by exploiting one of the programming 
languages, such as Java. 
Another requirement is JavaScript Object Notation 
(JSON), which is a technique to exchange the data. It is light, 
easy to read and written by humans. It is also easily translated 
and generated by computers. This format is based on 
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JavaScript programming language. JSON is one of the 
markup languages that has a capability to exchange data [18]. 
JSON produces data sizes smaller than XML format, 
therefore the data exchange process is faster. JSON is a 
universal data structure that can use various programming 
languages. Almost all programming languages fully support 
JSON in multiple formats [3]. An examples of captured 
object data structure in JSON format can be seen in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Object structure of JSON 
An example of captured array data structure in JSON 
format is illustrated in Fig.  2. 
Fig. 2. Array structure of JSON 
IV. HOAX DETECTION TECHNIQUES
Web scraping is basically a process of regaining semi-
organized documents available online, generally in the form 
of HTML and XHTML. This technique analyzes the 
documents to extract specific data from the web page to be 
further used for other purposes based on website page URL 
[19]. A web scraping technique can be implemented by using 
Java programming language. In general, there are four stages 
for web scraping to retrieve data automatically from a web 
page [20]: 
• Examining the HTML document from the website in
which HTML tag locates the data to be retrieved.
• Tracing the navigation mechanism on the website where
data will be obtained to imitate the web scraper
application.
• Based on two previous steps, a web scraper application
is created to automate the retrieval of information from
the specified website.
• The obtained information is stored in a specific data
format.
To improve the information retrieval, stemming in a local 
language is required. Stemming is basically a method to 
transform the words from a textual document into a required 
word. The stemming process in Indonesian text is used to 
remove suffixes, confixes, and prefixes [21]. 
The Nazief-Adriani stemming algorithm was developed 
by Bobby Nazief and Mirna Adriani. This algorithm is based 
on extensive Indonesian morphological rules, which are 
collected into one group and encapsulated in permissible and 
forbidden affixes. The algorithm uses a dictionary of basic 
words, supports recording, and rearranges the words that 
experience an excessive stemming process [22].  The stages 
of the Nazief-Adriani stemming algorithm are as follows 
[23]: 
• Searching for words that will be stemmed in the
dictionary. If the found word is the root wood, then the
algorithm ends.
• Discarding inflection suffixes ("-lah", "-kah", "-ku", "-
mu", or "it"). If it is a particle ("-lah", "-kah", "-ah" or "-
pun"), then this step is repeated to delete any obsessive
pronouns ("me", "you" or "it").
• Deleting derivation suffixes ("-i", "-an" or "-kan"). If the
word is found in the dictionary, the algorithm stops. If
not, then go to following sub steps.
a. If "-an" has been deleted and the last letter of the
word is "-k," then "-k" is also deleted. If the word is
found in the dictionary, the algorithm stops. If not,
then do following sub step.
b. Deleted ending ("-i", "-an" or "-kan") is returned.
• Removing derivation prefix. If there is a suffix that is
deleted, then proceed to the following sub step a. If not,
continue to step b.
a. Check the combination table of forbidden prefix-
suffix. If it is found, the algorithm ends. If not,
proceed to step b.
b. Specify the type of prefix and then remove the
prefix. If the root word is not found, proceed to the
next step. If the second and the first prefix are
identical, the algorithm ends.
• Recording.
• If it finishes all steps but not successful, then the initial
word is assumed as a root word. The whole course is
accomplished.
Prefix types are determined by the stages as follows. 
• If the prefix is "di-", "ke", or "se", then the type of the
prefix is respectively "at-", "ke", or "all".
• If the prefix is "te-," "me," "be-," or "pe-," then an extra
stage is required to decide the type of prefix.
• If the first two letters are not "di-", "to", "to", "te-", "to-
", "to", or "to", then stop.
• If the prefix type is "unavailable" then stop. If the prefix
type is not "unavailable ", then the prefix is chosen from
Table 1, whereas the type of prefix for words that start
with "te-" can be seen in Table 2.
TABLE 1. PREFIX AND ITS FORBIDDEN ENDINGS  
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TABLE 2. THE PREFIX TYPE FOR WORDS STARTING WITH "TE-" 
Following Characters 
Prefix type 
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 
“-r-” “-r-” - - none 
“-r-” vowel - - ter-luluh 
“-r-” not (vowel or “-r”) “-er-“ vowel ter 
“-r-” not (vowel or “-r”) “-er-“ not vowel ter- 
“-r-” not (vowel or “-r”) not “-er-“ - ter 
not (vowel 
or “-r”) “-er-“ vowel - none 
not (vowel 
or “-r”) “-er-“ not vowel - te 
To improve the accuracy of the Nazief–Adriani stemming 
algorithm, this paper proposes the following rules: 
• Rules for reduplication
a. If the two words connected by conjunctions are the
same word, then the root word is the single form.
For example, the root word of "books" is "book".
b. There are other words that need a special treatment,
such as "back and forth", "reciprocate”, and "as if".
To get the root word, the two words are interpreted
separately. If both have the same root word, then
they are converted into a single form. For example,
the word "reply ", "respond" and "react" has the
same root word that is "reply", then the root word is
"reply. Accordingly, the words "back and forth",
"backward and forward" and "back" have a different
root word, then the root word is "back and forth".
• Rules for additional prefix and ending forms.
For the prefix type "mem", words beginning with the
prefix "memp-" have the prefix type "make". The prefix
type "meng", a word that begins with the prefix "mengk-
" has the type prefix "meng".
In addition to stemming algorithm, Rabin-Karp algorithm 
is required. It is an algorithm created by Michael O. Rabin 
and Richard M. Karp in 1987 that uses the hashing function 
to find patterns in text strings [4]. The Rabin-Karp algorithm 
is based on the premise that, if two strings are the same, then 
the price of the hash value must be also the same. However, 
two problems arise from this premise. The first problem is 
that the strings are too diverse. This problem can be solved 
by assigning several lines with equal hash measure. The 
second problem is for the string that has equal hash value. 
Therefore, brute force strings are matched for each assigned 
line. The key to make Rabin-Karp algorithm efficient is by 
choosing the right hash value. It treats individual substring as 
a number with a specific base [4]. 
The comparison process that occurs in the Rabin-Karp 
algorithm is from left to right. The Rabin-Karp algorithm 
applies a hash function that provides a modest technique to 
improve the time complexity of O(m). The hash function 
must fulfill at least one of the criteria [24]: able to compute 
efficiently, high string discrimination, the hash function is (s 
[i + 1 ... i + m] = s [i ... i + m - 1] - s [i + m]) that must be 
applicable to compute from hash (s [i ... i + m - 1]), (s [i]), 
and (s [i + m]). 
The Rabin-Karp algorithm has the four steps: apply the 
hash function, preprocess constantly within time complexity 
O(m), search within O(m), and estimate the active time (n + 
m).  
 Rabin-Karp is a matchmaking algorithm for a string that 
uses a hash function as an assessment between a string (m) 
with a substring in a text (n). If the hash value remains the 
same, it makes the characters. If the result is not the same, 
then the substring will shift to the right. The shift is carrying 
out as much as (n-m) times. The efficient shifting calculation 
of hash values improve the performance of this algorithm 
[24]. 
 Preprocessing on Rabin-Karp algorithm uses number 
theory in calculating hash keys, such as Homer's rules and 
modulus rules. Preprocessing aims to change the text in order 
to make it more structured and to minimize the noise in the 
document. The preprocessing process includes case folding, 
tokenizing, filtering, and stemming.  
 Case folding is the stage to change the words in the 
document into lowercase letters. Tokenizing is the stage to 
base the input string on a predetermined delimiter. Characters 
other than alphabets are considered as the delimiter and 
deleted for getting text-composing words. This process 
produces words, strings or text which are called tokens or 
terms. Filtering is the stage of obtaining essential words from 
tokenizing stage. It removes words that are available at stop-
word list. Stop-words frequently shows in a big text and 
considered not to have significant meaning. Stemming is a 
process to get the necessary word from another word. This 
study uses Nazief-Adriani algorithm for stemming. 
 After all stages are completed, similarity values are 
measured. The measured value represents the similarity 
between two information abstractions. This value is required 
for information discovery as the first step, which is allocating 
the word into k-grams. Second step is to cluster the terms 
which have equal k-grams. The last step is to measure the 
similarity of the bag of words by using the Dice's Similarity 
Coefficient formula for the pair of words [24]. 
      K-grams is a list of terms with long K. Most terms are 
words. K-grams is a method to generate words or characters. 
This method is used to constantly extract characters from K 
words in the source text of the document [4].           
      Rabin Karp algorithm represents each character in decimal 
digits (radix d digits), where d = | ∑ | and ∑ = {0, 1, 2, 3... d}. 
Hence, the K string input is obtained as a representative K 
length decimal. For example, the string character 31415 
represents the decimal number 31,415. The p pattern is hashed 
into a decimal value, and the string is represented by the sum 
of the digits using the Horner's rule.  
 For long patterns and large text, the algorithm uses a 
modulus (mod) operation. After calculated with the mod q 
operation, the value will be smaller than q. The mathematical 
formula of the Rabin Karp algorithm is shown in the following 
equation [25]: 
ts + 1 = (d (ts - T [s + 1] h) + T [s + m + 1] mod q       (1) 
where ts is decimal value with the length m of the substring T 
[s + m + 1], for s = 0, 1, ..., n – m; ts + 1 is the next decimal 
value calculated from ts; d is a radix decimal (base number 
10); h is dm-1; n is text length; m is the pattern length; q is the 
modulo value. 
 According to [26], the reduction T [s + 1] * h is used to 
eliminate the high-order digit from ts, multiply the result by 
10, move one digit to the left, and add a low-order digit with 
T [s + m + 1]. For example, if m = 5 and ts = 31415, then to 
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delete high-order digit T [s + 1] = 3 is by assigning a new low-
order digit (assume that T [s + 5 + 1] = 2) and modulo = 3. 
 Dice's similarity coefficient formula is computed as 
follows [4]: 
D (X, Y) = 2 * | X ∩ Y | / (| X | + | Y |)     (2) 
where X is the value of data 1 and Y is value of data 2. It is 
calculated by multiplying two sums of the same hash value 
between the first and the second data hash value. It is then 
divided by the number of the first data hash value and the 
second data hash value. 
V. APPLICATION SETTINGS 
The development model used in this study is Waterfall 
model which starts from the analysis, design, coding, testing 
and maintenance stages. However, because this study aims to 
focus hoax detection on social media, the two phases of 
analysis and design are prioritized as suggested in [6].  Fig. 3 
is an illustration of the waterfall model. 
Fig. 3. Waterfall model 
      The methods used in this study are web scraping 
technique to extract data from URLs, Nazief-Adriani 
stemming algorithm to optimize the data retrieval process, 
and Rabin-Karp algorithm to analyze the similarity of data 
with data in the database. 
The tools used in this study are Eclipse Version 4.2.1, 
Android SDK Rev. 22.0.5, JSON, ERD (Entity Relationship 
Diagram), LRS (Logical Record Structure) and UML (Unified 
Modeling Language) which consists of Use Case, Activity, 
Sequence, and Class Diagrams. 
VI. USER INTERFACE
 On the main page, the user enters the URL to analyze the 
news from social media, whether it contains hoaxes or not. 
There is a Menu button. If this button is tapped, it displays 
the menu page. The main page interface is illustrated in Fig. 
4.  
Fig. 4. Main page  
The result page displays the analysis process that has been 
carried out by the user. The results are presented in value, 
percentage of hoaxes and facts. Hence, user can easily contrast 
the result. This interface is shown in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Display of analysis results 
 On the user menu page, there is a History, Profile, and 
Login button. If one of the button is taped, it displays the 
corresponding page as illustrated in Fig. 6.  
Fig. 6. User menu interface 
The history page displays data history from the results of 
the previous analysis which consists of columns Number, 
Id_analysis, Date, and URL as illustrated in Fig. 7. To see 
data from one account, the user can tap the data in the 
Id_analysis column, and then the analysis page is displayed.  







Hoax Detection Results 
Menu items
History 
Analysis Design Coding Testing Maintenance
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 The login page can only be used by the admin to enter the 
admin page by inputting a username and password. The admin 
uses the admin page to input reliable news data that is used as 
a material for comparison of new data that the user wants to 
analyze, by entering a new URL as illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. Admin page  
 The password page is used by the admin to change the 
password, by entering a new password and confirming the 
password as shown in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9. Password change interface 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
An Android-based application for detecting hoax on social 
media is developed to provide users a streamline detection 
process, because the interface of the application is 
unsophisticated. The system detects and analyzes hoaxes to 
reduce confusion on social media. Only textual news in 
Indonesian is supported in this application.  
In the near future, it is recommended that the analysis is 
not only performed on string data, but also on multimedia 
data, such as video, images, and audio. Moreover, the 
analyzed news is not only in Indonesian, but also in English 
and Japanese. 
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